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Why Choose PVC Wall and Ceiling Panels?
"Designed for Demanding Applications"
The use of PVC (polyvinyl
chloride) plastic panels as a
cladding material in the
construction of residential and
commercial buildings
continues to gain in popularity.
Strong yet lightweight, PVC
panels are now available in a
wide variety of designs, colors,
sizes, and lengths, offering
architects and designers an
array of sustainable building
solutions. High quality
products like the interlocking
EZ Liner™ PVC liner panel
and the corrugated Agrilite™
PVC liner panel are being used more and more in today’s most demanding interior
applications.
An ideal replacement for conventional wall or ceiling
systems, EZ Liner™ is a PVC based polymer product
manufactured in Canada using 100% virgin lead free
material. This extremely durable PVC plastic panel is safe to
work with when using normal construction practices and the
waste material is recyclable.
Stocked in a bright matte white and available in custom
colors, the panel’s corrosion resistant surface is highly water
resistant and can withstand most chemicals commonly found in agricultural and vehicle wash
facilities. The EZ Liner™ panel complies with the National Building Code of Canada and the
International Building Code as well as meets all FDA and CFIA requirements for indoor use.
Unique to EZ Liner™ is an all-weather interlocking system
that allows for necessary panel contraction and expansion
due to temperature fluctuations. Completing the system is a
full line of trim pieces that help make the installation quick
and simple, providing an attractive finished look. Wherever
you need a smooth finish that is easy-to-clean, lowmaintenance, hygienic, and abuse resistant, EZ Liner™ is an
ideal wall or ceiling panel choice.
A great economical alternative to metal panels, Agrilite™
PVC liner panels are strong, rust-proof panels that naturally
resist marking, scratching, and many harsh chemicals. The

high gloss white finish reflects light well and helps to brighten
the interior of buildings like warehouses, factories, stables,
hog barns, and dairy sheds.
Available in a corrugated (Greca or 9”) profile, these minimal
care PVC plastic panels are easy to install and require no
special equipment or training. Because Agrilite™ liner panels
are light in weight, they are simple to transport, handle, and
fabricate on-site. Panels can be cut using basic woodworking
tools.
Owners of agricultural and light industrial buildings regularly
choose the virtually indestructible Agrilite™ PVC wall and
ceiling liner panel for its high impact strength, ease of
installation, cleanability, and outstanding versatility.
Looking for a great paneling option to painted drywall,
plywood, plasterboard, tile, or stainless-steel? Cost-effective
when compared to these conventional materials, the EZ
Liner™ PVC interlocking liner panel and the Agrilite™ PVC
corrugated liner panel may be used in both new construction and retrofit applications.
Please visit our website for more product information.

Featured Product
EZ Liner™ PVC Interlocking Liner Panels
EZ Liner™ panels are ideal wherever you need a smooth
finish that is easy-to-clean, low-maintenance, hygienic
and/or abuse resistant.
Designed to interlock along one edge, the EZ Liner™
panel is mechanically fastened by screws to an existing
wall, strapping, or roof structure through a slotted nailing
flange along the other edge. This tongue-and-groove
interlocking system makes both vertical and horizontal
installation quick and easy.
Stock Color: Non-Glossy Bright White
Sheet Width: 16” w/an overall thickness of 3/8”
Sheet Length: 8’, 10, 12’, 16’ and 20’
Fire Rating: Class A Smoke & Flame Finish
Hygienic Rating: Meets FDA & CFIA Requirements
Warranty: 10-Year Limited Warranty
EZ Liner™ by EZ PVC is a PVC based polymer product
that is manufactured in Canada using 100% virgin lead
free material and comes with a full line of trims.

DIY Tip of the Month
Window Well Covers
Basement flooding,
unsightly leaf pileup, potential critter
intruders, and
dangerous falls
may result from an
uncovered window

Ideal for cladding wall
and ceiling surfaces, EZ
Liner™ is highly
recommended for the
most demanding
agricultural, industrial,
commercial, and
residential interior
applications.
Product Brochure

Polycarbonate Expansion
& Contraction
Q: Do I need to be concerned about
thermal expansion and contraction
when installing my polycarbonate
panels?
A: Most Definitely! Polycarbonate
expands in hot weather and contracts
in cold – about 1/32” per foot for 100°

well. These issues
can be prevented by installing a do-it-yourself or
a prefabricated polycarbonate well cover.
Multiwall polycarbonate is a simple and costeffective DIY option for making your own
window well covers. This extremely durable
material is strong and won’t break easily. It can
withstand flying stones, hail, and accidental
impact.
Translucent in nature, multiwall polycarbonate
well covers won’t block the natural light from
coming into your basement living space. The
cellular structure of multiwall polycarbonate also
provides good thermal and noise insulation.
Keep your window wells clean and safe for
family and pets by installing high-quality
polycarbonate window well covers!

of temperature change with the
greatest amount of movement during
the spring and fall months.
Because polycarbonate expands and
contracts with temperature change,
sheets should be installed between
55°F and 70°F. Allowance must be
made for both the length and width of
the sheet at a rate of .04” per foot per
100° temperature change.
Bronze polycarbonate sheets heat up
faster requiring an additional 30%
space to expand and contract.
Polycarbonate sheets that are
installed in extreme cold or hot
weather conditions (even if the holes
are pre-drilled) may crack or warp
when the temperature fluctuates
between the seasons.

Note: Window wells are considered an
emergency exit. Check with your local building
authority on code requirements.

More FAQs
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Links of Interest
Located in Callicoon, New York, the sustainable design of the two-story Cidery at
Seminary Hill includes an open-air entry clad with polycarbonate, providing abundant
daylight and an inviting glow at night.
Once a run-down townhouse, Grown Alchemist’s new store in North Melbourne,
Australia, features a transparent polycarbonate roof, flooding the rooms with plenty of
natural light during the daytime.
With sea levels on the rise, architects are looking towards the future and designing
sustainable solutions such as a prefabricated ‘floating’ sauna clad in corrugated and
multiwall polycarbonate.

News from Shape Products

Shaping the Future of Custom Projects
Shape Products has been a leading manufacturer and supplier of
window wells and window well covers for two decades. Although
we specialize in these products, we’ve become subject matter
experts in thermoforming and compression molding throughout
the years.
All custom projects are quoted in house by our team of experts.
Whether you're in the beginning stages or you know exactly what
you want, contact our team today to discuss your next project!
Click here to learn about our capabilities, equipment, and more.

Company Highlights
Meet the A-Team
Employee Spotlight | Will Renner
A recent addition to the AmeriLux A-Team, Will brings with
him a wealth of PVC product knowledge and a strong sales
background in developing business relationships with
distributors, dealers, architects, and contractors.
As a National Sales Manager for AmeriLux International,
Will’s main initiatives are bringing on and developing new
partners, expanding on current opportunities, and helping the
sales team win and grow business.
Will enjoys striving towards goals and creating a plan to
accomplish them. “Being part of a growing company means
working through change. I look forward to the challenge of
making the greatest impact I can by overcommunicating,
learning, and helping others.”

"I see tremendous
potential within
the products and
opportunity to
make a bigger
impact on a great
team."

"We'll Be Even Better Tomorrow"
"We do the basics really, really well as a rst priority, but we
aren’t comfortable with the status quo. We are always
learning in the service of winning. We challenge ourselves
to continuously pursue the next step in growth, personally
and professionally. We don’t settle for today’s success but
use the magic of momentum to keep building a more
successful tomorrow. “It’s amazing what’s possible when
you don’t know what’s impossible."

This Month's Brand
Ambassadors:
Nick Beyer
Driver Business Leader AmeriLux Transportation

How We Succeed at AmeriLux

The Car Wash Show™ 2021
AmeriLux International is exhibiting at the Car
Wash Show, the largest gathering of owners,
managers, and decision makers in the industry.
The show provides valuable networking
opportunities, relevant educational sessions, and
knowledge of new products and technology. After
almost two years apart, The Car Wash Show™ is
a true industry celebration.
Make your carwash standout from the competition
with our high-quality multiwall polycarbonate
sheets or PVC liner panels. Come see us at
Booth #959 for more product information.
For show details or to register, please visit www.TheCarWashShow.com.
Hope to see you in Las Vegas this November!
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